1st WORKSHOP "EQUAL
OPPORTUNITIES" IN THESSALONIKI
The 1st Workshop “Equal Opportunities” took place on the
20th and 21st of September in Thessaloniki, Greece. The
event was organised by the FIDE DIS Commission, European
Chess Union, Greek Paralympic Committee, and the Hellenic
Sport Association for Persons with Disabilities.

T
About the event

1st Workshop
"Equal opportunities"
The 1st Workshop named
“Equal opportunities” took place
from 19th-22nd September in
Thessaloniki, Greece. The
purpose of this workshop was
to introduce and explore
important information about
chess players with disabilities.
The participants analised the
situation in chess and reach
basic skills for interacting with
and accommodating people
with disabilities acting as
Organiser, Trainer and Arbiter.

he Organisers, Trainers and Arbiters
Workshops were attended by 30
participants, who had the opportunity to
discuss issues concerning the training
and participation of players with
impairments in chess tournaments.
On Friday, 20th of September, IO
Theodoros Tsorbatzoglou, FST
Thomas Luther and IA Marco Biagioli,
made special presentations for
Organisers, Trainers and Arbiters
respectively. The lectures offered to the
participants in-depth knowledge about
the FIDE Guidelines on treatment of
disabled chess players, as well as about
technical details that should be
considered when organising a chess
tournament. All the lecturers stressed
out the importance of properly educated
trainers, arbiters and technical staff, who
are at all times ready to assist the
players and to ensure the safety and the
best conditions for the players.
On the second day, the participants
were welcomed to the Hotel Electra
Palace by Mrs Voula Patoulidou, Vice
Governor of Thessaloniki, former Greek
hurdle gold medalist on behalf of the city
of Thessaloniki. Mrs Thomai
Thodoraki, greeted the participants on
behalf of the Hellenic Sport Federation
for Persons with Disabilities.
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Mr Zurab Azmaiparashvili, President of
European Chess Union expressed his
contentment about these initiatives and
shared with the participants some of his
experiences as a chess player and
chess organiser. Mr. Azmaiparashvili
revealed also that this year and during
the ceremony “European Golden Pawn”
ECU will award the writer Mr. Ruben
Gallego for his well-known Novel “White
on Black”. The book is the story of
Ruben Gallego childhood who was born
with a cerebral palsy.
Mrs Sonja Johnson, Secretary of the
FIDE Planning and Development
Commission expressed her excitement
at the prospect of giving people of all
abilities a chance to participate events
and get the support they require. Mrs
Johnson presented the FIDE
Development program, the progress and
the results till now and she emphasized
that social projects are a priority for
FIDE, and this is why this Workshop is
supported by the program.
Mr Elias Mastoras, President of the
NGO Youthorama presented the Global
campaign “A ball for all” referring to the
special ball created and distributed for
the visual impairment persons. Mr.
Mastoras presented the special video
produced by Youthorama and UEFA with
the main message “Yes We Can”.
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Dr Dimitrios Patatoukas, Medical officer of
the Hellenic Sports Federation for persons
with Disabilities spoke about the new
directions from the World Health Organisation
and presented international guidelines about
the accessibility of playing venues for all
types of sports.
Mr Thomas Luther, Chairman of FIDE DIS
Commission and Mrs Dora Martinez member
of FIDE DIS Commission spoke about the
impact of World Junior Chess Championship
for the Disabled, organised in New York, on
the young participants and how the coverage
of the tournament by CNN has brought the
international attention. They also shared
details about the future plans of the
Commission.
Mr Seckin Serpil, member of FIDE DIS and
TSF Sponsorship & Projects Commission
spoke about Chess as a means of
Communication and the aims of the project
“Chess without Boundaries”.
The afternoon session of the second day was
held at the AMO Galaxias Chess Club, were
the participants on working groups reflected
on the topics that had been issued during the
workshop and shared many examples that
they have personally encountered during
various tournaments and summarized the
results of the Workshop.

The most important points:
> Chess, as sport, has the unique advantage
that all can play under equal & fair conditions
in the same competition.
>FIDE and European Chess Union shall
update and make more detailed guidelines
for the accessibility and rest facilities of the
venues. International standards shall be
adopted and included in the bidding
procedure and inspection of the venues. The
guidelines shall be further adopted by the
Chess Federations for their National
Championships.
>There is lack of chess training methods for
persons with impairments. In co-operation
with expertised trainers & educators guides
for training shall be drafted for the further
development.
>It is a necessity specialized doctors to assist
analyzing the situation for the different kind of
impairments and consult in related issues
arising in the world and continental
championships. More specifically is proposed
a doctor/physician to be an assistant to the
FIDE DIS Commission.
>It shall be further advised to the National
federations to appoint an officer/board
member responsible for the players with
disabilities. A job description with the specific
tasks, should be made by FIDE and
European Chess Union.
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At the end of the workshop all
participants were presented with an
attendance certificate by DIS
Chairman GM Thomas Luther.

Conclusion of the
Workshop
>The organisation of the 1st
Workshop was successful,
and the initiative shall be
continued in more venues
and Continents. A role model
is available now for the future
Workshops.
>European Chess Union is
committed contributing to the
further development and the
next imitative focusing in a
conference at the level of
Paralympic Committees.
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